residential.
+ Master Planning + Urban design + Residential Architecture + Residential Interiors

about us.
Hames Sharley is an award-winning design firm with over

Nurturing a creative and dynamic place for all staff to reach

thirty five years experience in architecture, interior design,

their full potential is one of our core values. Initiatives are

urban design, planning and landscape architecture. With its

taken to encourage employees to grow as an individual and

current team of professionals working from offices located in

to gain experience in various spectrums of expertise through

Adelaide, Brisbane, Darwin, Melbourne, Perth and Sydney,

training, interaction and collaboration.

Hames Sharley has established itself as one of the leading
design firms in Australia boasting a portfolio of work that is
diverse and innovative.

Our approach to innovation and the work environment has
led to long term relationships and mutual trust between
employees and clients. Repeat business from our national

At Hames Sharley we have a rich culture of provoking and

blue chip clients and our continuous involvement in cutting

sharing new ideas and dedicate ourselves to exceeding client

edge design projects are a testimony to our company’s

expectations in project delivery.

values and approach.

We are committed to designing sustainable built environments

INNOVATION IN THE WORKPLACE

that satisfy the needs of users through continuous research
and active participation in the sustainability forum. We
employ some of the country’s leading experts in the field of
sustainability who constantly challenge and find innovative
methods to approaching sustainable design.

Our scope of work is challenging and ground breaking,
allowing us to attract the best professionals. Our employees
are passionate, motivated and talented individuals driven by
the desire to be challenged, creative and involved.
We work together as a supportive and cohesive team
encouraging the sharing of ideas and aim to continuously
provide avenues for staff to take on responsibility and
become leaders in their fields.
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residential.
Where and how we live is often determined by the spaces
that create our home, the environmental elements that
influence where and how these spaces are formed and
the community in which it is part. The design of residential
buildings is important at all scales – for our cities, towns,
suburbs and neighbourhoods.
Hames Sharley’s approach to residential projects is
informed, responsive, place-based design which aspires
to create exempla places to live and belong.
This place-based design approach ensures a contextual
response to often complex and challenging sites.
Understanding the local context is critical in creating good
residential design which responds to social, economic and
environmental factors plus the physical nature of the site and
its surroundings. We believe in enhancing the way people live
by capturing the spirit of one’s surrounding and incorporating it
into a final product where quality and output is at the forefront.
By taking this approach, the buildings we design maximise the
context’s most positive attributes and challenges its constraints
creating an outcome that intends to deliver beyond the brief.
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For nearly four decades, our practice has designed and
delivered a variety of award winning residential projects
throughout Australia and New Zealand. The types of
housing developments we specialise in include:
>> Subdivision, master planning and urban design of
residential communities
>> Low to high density multi residential apartments
>> Mixed use buildings incorporating residential, retail
and commercial facilities
>> Affordable Housing
>> Student Housing
As a multi-discipline organisation employing experts in
the fields of Architecture, Interior design, Urban Design ,
Statutory Planning, Social Analysis, Urban Economics and
Landscape Architecture, we have the unique ability to offer
our clients an integrated approach to any residential project
we undertake as well as instant access to these services.
Through our interoffice collaboration, they are also assured
the expertise given will be more conducive to the overall
vision of the project.
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areas of
residential.
Master Planning – Creating the vision

Urban Design – Shaping the built environment

++ Defining objectives and formation of the design brief with
the Client

++ Relating apartment / mixed use buildings to the community
and making them legible

++ Formulating the strategic plan for delivering the project

++ Representing residential regulation to the state and local
planning authorities

++ Translating residential / mix use research into spatial
concepts
++ Areas of Focus :

++ Areas of Focus:
>> Scoping Studies

>> Integrating Research and Analysis

>> Land Tenure Strategy

>> Locality and Site Analysis

>> Regulatory Compliance

>> Opportunities and Constraints Assessment

>> Stakeholder Negotiation

>> Formulation of Structure Plan

>> Land Use Planning

>> Integrating Stakeholder Requirements

>> Urban Design

>> Statutory Planning

>> Built Form Design Guidelines

>> Formulations of Concept Master Plan

>> Main Streets

>> Cost Plan and Programming

>> Community Consultation

>> Sustainability

>> Planning Advocacy

>> Lead Design Manager

>> Statutory Approvals
>> Landscape Design
>> Sustainability
>> Lead Design Manager
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Residential Architecture – Implementing the vision,
Imparting knowledge, adding value

Residential Interiors – Creating the “zing”

++ Energising our clients with creative and innovative solutions

++ Producing concepts that reflect buyer appeal and establish a
point of difference if required

++ Translating market opportunities into exciting built form
++ Channelling design energy to produce additional value
++ Areas of focus :
>> Development Brief
>> Feasibility Reports
>> Apartment Planning
>> Apartment Mix
>> Mixed Use Integration
>> Staging Sequences
>> Contract Documentation
>> Contract Administration
>> Post Occupancy Evaluation
>> Due Diligence

++ Defining the residential offer and brief, maximising value

++ Helping shape the vision and sense of place. Translating the
brief and maximising value
++ Working in tandem with other disciplines to deliver a
cohesive visual, tactile and emotive language
++ Creating internal spaces to reflect the buyer needs and
connect with them
++ Areas of Focus:
>> Space Planning
>> Cabinet Design
>> Materials Selection
>> Fixtures and Fittings Liaison
>> Marketing Process Assistance.

>> Sustainability
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clients.
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Aria Projects Pty Ltd

Golden River Developments

Aria Land

Hindmarsh / Adelaide City Council

Arika Pty Ltd

Humfrey Land Developments

Baiyungu Aboriginal Corporation

Kiama Holdings Pty Ltd

Blackburne Real Estate

Land Development Authority

C2 Property Group

Northern Territory Government

Cape Bouvard

PEET

Cedar Woods Property Limited

Realmark

Chevron

Richard Patterson

Curtin University

Saville Australia

Damat Investments

Sekisui House [SHD]

Delcooke Property Group

Stockland

Diadem Corporation
Estates Development Company

Structured Project Management
(Australia) Pty Ltd

Golden Group

The Metal Group

“Cedar Woods has used Hames Sharley on several projects,
most recently our prestigious Waterline Apartments, Halls Head
which constantly receives comments and commendations for
the stylish design and integration into the coastal location.
We feel that one of the most important factors in a successful
built form projects is to ensure the contractor, client and
consultants are all working together to achieve the best
possible result and this is a goal that is fostered by the
attitude of Hames Sharley’s architects.”
Peter Starr
Project Manager
Cedar Woods

“Mixed use multi-storey developments in the Pilbara pose
many complex issues not encountered by similar buildings
in non-cyclonic areas. The Hames Sharley Team on The
Junctions South Hedland Project has worked closely with
Humfrey Land Developments in addressing a myriad of
challenging issues encountered during the design and
documentation of this building. From great design to
assisting in the resolution of regulatory issues the
Hames Sharley Team’s cooperative, flexible, problem solving
approach is a testimony to their professionalism.“
Ross Napier
General Manager
Humphrey Land Developments
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projects.

waterline apartments
++ Client

Cedar Woods Pty Ltd

++ Location

Halls Head, Western Australia

++ Features

15 Units, 3 Penthouse apartments, Cafe on ground floor

Set 150m back from the waterline of “Doddies Beach” this luxury standard apartment building boasts
uninterrupted views of the ocean and the mouth of the Mandurah Estuary. It contains 15 units and three
generous 200m² penthouse apartments with external terraces. A large café tenancy located on the
ground floor provides activity and amenity for the residents and surrounding community. The exterior
form of the building is based on simple curved balcony lines reflecting the feel of the lapping waves on
the adjacent beach. All these elements combine to create a contemporary and elegant building which
complements its setting.
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wirrina affordable housing development
++ Client

Northern Territory Government

++ Location	

Darwin, Northern Territory

++ Features	 Affordable housing design

The Wirrina development integrates social and private housing and is nestled within a precinct of similar
density housing developments supported by local transport and services infrastructure. Careful attention
and focus was placed on the design of a quality social fabric. Connectivity, land use, scale and density
were utilised to plan the precinct to create an urban environment where people can live a healthy life, feel
positive and connect to their friends and neighbours. Spaces between buildings (streets, parks, squares,
and walkways) make neighbourhoods truly sustainable in the long term because it is in these spaces
where people interact.
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belmont mixed use development
++ Client

Golden River Developments

++ Location

Belmont, Western Australia

++ Features

1.1 million square metres of accommodation incorporating 4,500 new dwellings

Situated on the Burswood Peninsula, the master plan for Belmont Racecourse totals approximately
96 hectares. Close to the Perth CBD, the plan is a collaboration between Hames Sharley and
internationally renowned design practice Foster + Partners. The master plan aims to create a series
of new vibrant precincts and communities providing approximately 4,500 new dwellings plus retail,
commercial, leisure and hotel facilities. Three key guiding principles have shaped the master plan these
being; the variation of building scale and density to suit the different opportunities across the site, the
creation of precincts with different characteristics and the development of sustainable communities.

© Visualisations by Vyonyx for Foster+Partners
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fusion 5 apartments
++ Client

DELCOOKE PROPERTY GROUP

++ Location	

Mawson Lakes, South Australia

++ Features	 20 Apartments over four levels of car parking

Situated in the developing town centre of Mawson Lakes the development comprises of 20 apartments
over four storeys and a ground level car park. Designed as high end energy efficient apartments, they
incorporate passive solar design, energy efficient lighting and appliances plus solar hot water. Each
apartment has been designed to maximise views on a tightly constrained site.
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the moorings
++ Client

Aria Land

++ Location

Geraldton, Western Australia

++ Features

16 spacious, high-end apartments over four levels, 500 sqm commercial space

The mixed use apartment and commercial building comprises of four levels with the residencies located
on the top three floors and four premium office suites located on the ground floor. The resort style
apartments feature nine alternative layouts, each with a nautical flavour that achieves a combination of
aesthetics and functionality. It is the spacious open-plan layout which sets them apart from everyday
apartment living along with the spectacular views over the Batavia Marina and the endless Indian Ocean.
These apartments set sale records for the Geraldton market.
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aria apartments
++ Client

Cedar Woods Pty Ltd

++ Location	

Rockingham, Western Australia

++ Features	 32 Luxury apartments above commercial premises

The City of Rockingham has long recognised that it has in Mangles Bay, one of the most spectacular water
locations within easy commuting distance of Perth. This was the first development to take advantage of
the City’s policy to improve the area. Aria Apartments embrace an attractive, contemporary design and is
noted for its lightweight and seemingly transparent appearance. The ten storey development comprises of
32 luxury apartments above commercial premises. Each apartment was designed to take advantage of its
position. Full width glazing and deep balconies encouraged interaction of the users with its surroundings,
engaging with the promenade and the panoramic views beyond.
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hillcrest apartments
++ Client

Arika Pty Ltd

++ Location

South Perth, Western Australia

++ Features

26 apartment complex with common pool area

Hillcrest Apartments are located in the upmarket suburb of South Perth and was designed to optimise the
site’s opportunities for views whilst also provide an efficient master plan to maximise yield and return a
financial benefit to the developer. Separate four and two level apartment blocks were developed with a mix
of two and three bedroom apartments. Each apartment created the feeling of spaciousness and comfort
both internally and externally through the planning outcomes at a macro and micro scale.
The inclusion of well positioned communal facilities such as the swimming pool allowed for separation of
uses and maximised the even distribution of amenity.
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waikiki mixed use development
++ Client

Saville Australia

++ Location	

Safety Bay, Western Australia

++ Features	 Approximately 200 apartment complex with common pool area

Situated 1.8km from Rockingham and metres away from Warnbro beach and Safety Bay foreshore
reserve, the Waikiki mixed use development was designed to include townhouses, apartments, parking
bays, commercial facilities and an open space area. The designed built form was contemporary to achieve
a transition in the building height to protect the amenity of the predominately single storey residential
area adjacent to the site. To maximise the panoramic beachside location, six retail tenancies including
restaurants, shops, deli and tavern were proposed to attract beachgoers and resident activity on the
ground floor.
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southbank apartments
++ Client

Arika Pty Ltd

++ Location

South Perth, Western Australia

++ Features

20 Apartments, private gym, sauna, outdoor swimming pool

Replacing the old Rhodes Hotel, Southbank Apartments include 20 dwellings with majority comprising
of three bedrooms and two bathrooms. The expansive living areas include a lounge, dining and kitchen
which have been positioned to maximise the panoramic views overlooking the Swan River and Perth City.
The setback area was carefully designed to incorporate a communal open space for the enjoyment of
residents, and visitor parking facilities. Other ancillary uses include a private gym, sauna and outdoor
swimming pool.
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subiaco square
++ Client

Subiaco Square Joint Venture (Stockland Group, Rockingham Park, Blackburne Real Estate)

++ Location	

Subiaco, Western Australia

++ Features	 200 plus dwelling units , private gym, sauna, swimming pool, extensive landscaped gardens
++ AWARDS

UDIA WA Medium/High Density Residential Development 2003

As part of the award winning Subiaco Redevelopment project, Subiaco Square became an integral
component of an overall mixed-use development located in the heart of Subiaco. Comprising of
residential, commercial, civic and transport interchange, the revitalisation of the area brings a youthful and
exciting mix to Subiaco Square providing local residents and workers a wide range of amenities which are
readily available at their doorstep.
Residential units range from executive penthouses to three bedroom and single bed units. Identified as
four separate apartment complexes - The Grange, Princeton, Proximity and Emporium, Hames Sharley
designed and delivered all.
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biarritz, point piper
++ Client

Structured Project Management (Australia) Pty Ltd

++ Location

Point Piper, New South Wales

++ Features

Lobby, Swimming Pool, Basement Car Park

Situated in one of the most expensive suburbs in Sydney, the redevelopment of the existing ‘art deco’
block of flats at 62 Wunulla Road required major reconstruction and an expansion from seven to eight
apartments. Included was a complete demolition and rebuild of the lobby and central core, installation
of new lift and lowering of the entry floor by three meters. Further work included a new swimming pool
area over a new basement carpark located one metre below sea level. This challenging project required
a detailed and well planned approach to the design and delivery to ensure half of the existing apartments
were suspended in mid air whilst demolition of the lobby adjacent and carpark excavation under were
undertaken simultaneously. A contemporary and value enhanced apartment complex was achieved that
maximised views to the panoramic Sydney Harbour.
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the fairways
++ Client

Cedar Woods Pty Ltd

++ Location	

Mandurah, Western Australia

++ Features	 Three bedroom luxury townhouses

The Fairways are situated at the Mandurah Country Club and include twenty five, three bedroom luxury
townhouses. Views overlooking the eighth green or ninth hole have been capitalised making this a
desirable accommodation to golf lovers. A sense of ownership of the course is created through the
accessibility each resident has to it. All townhouses have been designed with an open plan to maximise
space and includes a balcony and private courtyard.
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riversdale high rise apartments
++ Client

Aria Land Pty Ltd

++ Location

Rivervale, Western Australia

++ Features

Communal pool and courtyard area, Activity area

The design of Riversdale was in essence apartments embedded as a vertical sculptural form resting
on a podium of ‘river houses’. Central to the ground floor is a communal courtyard designed to provide
protection against strong winds and encourage natural light into the area. To the northern river end, a
communal pool and activity area has been included for the residents to enjoy.
Elevations were articulated through a variety of balcony designs and forms while sunshading devices
created layers and depth to the facade. Riversdale is an iconic building that integrates well with the
surrounding Cracknell Park and river foreshore providing a mixture of high class dwellings of different
sizes and affordability.
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the harborside mixed use development
++ Client

Kiama Holdings Pty Ltd

++ Location	

Geraldton, Western Australia

++ Features	 10 residential apartments, restaurant, function rooms, commercial offices and
undercroft carpark

The Harborside is to be one of Geraldton’s tallest buildings and the first to utilise the new CBD planning
policies of Geraldton. The mixed use eight storey development will be located behind the existing
Geraldton Club heritage building and is to include four commercial suites, a ground floor restaurant, nine
residential apartments and a rooftop penthouse.
The Apartments are designed to create a new benchmark in Geraldton with uninterrupted views of the
ocean complete with quality planning and interiors on a site that commands attention. The Harborside
development is designed to leverage and create a more interactive mixed use development with its costal
playground position.
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golden grove mixed use development
++ Client

Damat Investments

++ Location

GOLDEN GROVE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

++ Features

5 residential towers, 200 apartments, 25 m pool, 2 basement level carpark

The nine storey mixed use development is made up of two levels of retail including a proposed discount
department store and supermarket. Specialty retail and a food court are located on the ground and first
floors creating a total of approximately 24,000m2 of lettable area. At the podium level above, five residential
towers comprising of 40 apartments offer great views to the panoramic Adelaide hills and surrounding
areas. The residential podium level includes recreation facilities such as a playground, 25 m pool and
tennis courts. The two basement levels caters 1,400 car parks. The development also integrates a bus
interchange, park and ride car parking and a pedestrian bridge over the adjoining road.
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harbour rise
++ Client

Estates Development Company

++ Location	

Hillarys, Western Australia

++ Features	 Mixed use development comprising 32 multiple dwellings, retail and commercial facilities

This proposed mixed use development is situated on the corner of Whitford and Hepburn Avenue. The
design creates a variety of forms which breaks down the scale of the development creating a sense of
individual homes in an apartment building type. The resultant form creates a landmark quality structure at
this important corner entrance to Hillarys boat harbour. Combined with the 32 multiple dwellings is 500
sqm of retail and approximately 800 sqm of office area.
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baynton west apartments
++ Client

Private Developer

++ Location

Karratha, Western Australia

++ Features

82 Apartments including a mix of 12 x 1 bed, 47 x 2 bed and 23 x 3 bed; 5 buildings; 4 storeys and
Recreational facilities including a gymnasium, pool and BBQ

The development of Baynton West Apartments is situated 6km west of Karratha town centre. Dispersed
between five buildings are 82 apartments on the periphery of the site with internal parking and communal
facilities located centrally to reduce the visual impact to neighbours.
Variations of scale and form were a key driver for the external aesthetic. Articulation of courtyards and
balcony structures break down the scale at footpath level while colour, texture, low roof forms, large eave
overhangs and generous balcony, alfresco and terraces allow the buildings to have a distinctive look that is
unique for Karratha.
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sturt living
++ Client

Hindmarsh / Adelaide City Council

++ Location	

Adelaide, South Australia

++ Features	 Stage 1 – 72 Affordable Housing Units (Stage 2 – 100 Market Housing Units)

The overall masterplan includes both affordable and market housing outcomes arranged around
significant areas of public realm and resident amenity. The formal areas of the public realm contain
landscaping, public art, lighting and seating areas to encourage social interaction and group activities.
These formal areas are mediated with smaller and more intimate private resident amenity spaces for
relaxation and contemplation. The architectural response creates a coherent ‘family’ of buildings which
do not necessarily delineate between the affordable and market elements. This common language
takes cognisance of the surrounding context in its use of simple masonry forms and a limited palette
of materials. Forms are articulated through a change of materials, voids at roof level and the use
of recessed and projecting balconies, terraces and gardens to provide a variety of visual and spatial
experiences for residents and visitors. Passive and active environmental initiatives include building
orientation, landscaping, recycling strategies, building fabric performance, grey-water recycling and
energy efficient specifications.
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159 west coast highway, scarborough
++ Client

Aria Land Pty Ltd

++ Location

Scarborough, Western Australia

++ Features

36 residential units including nine large beach homes at ground level

This project was a conceptual design for the possible development of the most northerly site of the
west side of West Coast Highway in the popular coastal suburb of Scarborough. Making full use of the
proposed town scheme amendments, it provided 36 residential units with full basement parking. The
podium level included nine large beach homes at ground level which created a unique feature of this
beachside development.
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ripley valley urban core
++ Client

Sekisui House

++ Location	

Ripley, Ipswich, Queensland

++ Features	 High density mixed use precinct featuring a town centre, commercial facilities, residential
densities up to R150, large format retail and civic, cultural facilities

Ripley Valley has been identified as part of the Brisbane metropolitan western growth corridor project.
Hames Sharley is developing an urban design core and master plan for the area which will cater for a
population of approximately 120,000 residents. The urban core will focus on a high density mixed use precinct
featuring a town centre, commercial facilities, residential densities up to R150, large format retail, civic and
cultural facilities. There is also a focus on a future rail transit component forming the basis of a Transport
Oriented Development Concept. The site required a whole new approach to site responsive design and
generation of a vision. The process involved using the local climate attributes with careful consideration given
to creating a pedestrian environment which encourages the active use of the central town square.
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greenway precinct master plan
++ Client

Land Development Authority

++ Location

Tuggeranong, Canberra, Australian Capital Territory

++ Features

Mixed use and medium density residential accommodation including apartments, point towers,
terrace housing, shop top housing and aged care

Greenway provides a significant catalyst project for reinvestment in the Tuggeranong Town Centre and is
being undertaken concurrently with the ACTPLA master plan for the centre. Through market research
and community consultation, the project proposes the creation of a new mixed-use and medium
density residential community on the shores of Lake Tuggeranong. It provides for a range of residential
accommodation thereby contributing to the diversity of Tuggeranong.
The Framework and Master Plan established a number of key landscape initiatives to connect the
Tuggeranong Town Centre to the Lake and its foreshore. In this way it responds to Lake Tuggeranong as an
ornamental lake and regional destination for the people of Canberra.
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mixed use residential development (the junctions)
++ Client

Humfrey land Developments

++ Location

South Hedland, Western Australia

++ Features

104 Apartments over ground level commercial strata units

Situated on a landmark position of the South Hedland Town Centre redevelopment by LandCorp the mixed
use development will include 104 residential apartments, 17 commercial spaces, a bistro and a number of
communal leisure facilities.
Hames Sharley worked together with the builder during design and documentation phases to integrate
buildability considerations which created an efficient outcome for the developer.
This complex project will involve the construction and fitout of six buildings across four floors in a cyclone
prone environment.
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Visualisations by Last Pixel

armadale west residential estate development
++ Client

C2 Property Group

++ Location	

Armadale, Western Australia

++ Features	 High density affordable Housing development adjacent to the Armadale Train station

Masterplanning and concept design was completed for this apartment development to assist with the
feasibility of the project. Designed in separate stages which would be rolled out over several years, this
development makes use of its location and serves to enhance the area surrounding the existing Armadale
railway station. Existing landscape, which includes many large trees, has been retained, to ensure the first
stages have a high level of maturity and amenity. The apartment mix includes a large number of small
studio and one bedroom apartments to create an affordable housing product.
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69 light square
++ Client

DIADEM CORPORATION

++ Location	

Adelaide, South Australia

++ Features	 60 apartments, cafe, gym and commercial office facilities

This mixed use project proposes the sensitive re-use and adaptation of a State Heritage listed building
on the periphery of one of Adelaide’s key public spaces, Light Square. The proposal retains significant
elements of the existing building fabric whilst introducing a new fifteen storey apartment building sitting
above the retained structure. The building plan, which also includes a cafe, gym and office use, has been
developed to provide sixty apartments, all of which maximise aspect, natural daylight penetration and
ventilation and offer extensive external private amenity space. The architectural language responds to both
the buildings context, by referencing strong visual cues, and the symmetry of the retained building through
its massing and fenestration and subtle plays of light, shadow and reflection.
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